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Human rights, the law, cyber-security and democ

the European Convention

Judith Bessant*

Many commentators have treated the internet as a site of democrati

as a new kind of public sphere. While there are good reasons for

any social space digital space also has its dark side. Citizens and gov

have expressed anxiety about cybercrime and cyber-security. In Au

Australian government introduced legislation to give effect to Austral

signatory to the European Convention on Cybercrime (2001). At the t

that legislation is still before the Parliament.

In this article, attention is given to how the legal and policy-making p

Australia to be compliant with the European Convention on Cybercri

Among the motivations that informed both the development of t

in Europe and then the Australian exercise of legislating for com

was a range of legitimate concerns about the impact that cybercrim

individuals and communities. This article makes the case that equal

needs to be given to ensuring that legislators and policy makers differe

legitimate security imperatives and any over-reach evident in the imp

this legislation that affects rule of law principies, our capacity to engag

practices, and our civic and human rights.

Introduction

Wendy Brown recently pointed to the paradox involved in the coin

liberal talk of freedom, the promotion of free markets, free trade a

globalisation since the 1980s, and the urgency and speed with which

states are building massive walls along their borders (Brown 2010).

treated the dismantling of the Berlin Wall in 1989 as the beginning

freedom and liberalisation, we now see new walls being 'built as prop

mobile labour, disease, terror, and the innumerable other forces real

threaten to puncture and undermine the myth of the sovereign state'
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